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Abstract 

A^ lot, AZamoi, .6pace ttahnology hiu bzzn applied 
to teAAUtAAjnZ tneAgy p>Loblemi. FOUA. exampl&i II-
JbuiAote. tiuA tARn&iex pwceM: (I) kent pipt te.ch-
nologij dtveZoped ion. ipacz poMSA iupply &y!,tejni 
coo ting AJ, being adapted to the. methanatlon of, 
iynthetai natuAot goi iKom coat, (2) high tempeAa-
tuXe. matejUaJU, l>iom the Rovex nacZeoA engines aJie 
being adapted to an excjivation concept boied on 
meZting Kocki oh. ioiiM, (3) high tempeJioMixz gKuph-
•itt iixeZ technology AJ, beJjig appLied to htgh tem-
pemxtuAe ga6 cooled Keactou and, [4] cAyogentc 
hydxogcn and he-tium technology ti betng applied to 
iupeAcondacting electAlc powex tAan^mtiiton and , 
AtoKagc iyitemi. An ove/ivtew deAcAlptlon o£ the 
abovz pfiojecti, ts, pieiented tn the hope& o{, ittmi-
latMig thXnktng w^th Kcgaxd to tiie tAamieA o£ 
Apace technology to teJUieAtAiat eneAgy pAobleiu. 

I. Introduction 

In recent years there have been numerous in
stances where organizations deeply involved in J 
space propulsion and allied fields have been faced 
with program cutbacks and cancellations and the 
subsequent problem of how best to utilize the skills 
and technologies available to the affected organiza
tion. Such a situation prevailed in recent years 
in one segment of the Los Alamos Scientific Labora
tory (LASL) where the Rover Nuclear Rocket Program 
was cancelled after about seventeen years of exten
sive study, design, fabrication, and testing of ^ 
liquid hydrogen-cooled, high-temperature, nuclear-
powered space rockets. Subsequently, the "Q | 
(Energy) Division" was organized with its efforts 
devoted primarily to terrestrial energy problems. 
An overview is presented in this paper of four 
terrestrial energy problem areas which are being ' 
worked on by the new LASL division. The objectives 
of this paper are to inform and to, perhaps, stimu
late new ideas for applying space technology to 
terrestrial energy problems. 

II. Descriptions of LASL Energy Projects 

Heat Pipes Applied to Methanation of Synthetic Gas 
Derived from Coal 

Heat Pipes 

Heat pipes were developed at LASL for satellite 
and space power supply systems and are now being | 
investigated to solve a synthetic gas methanation 
problem as will be described below. | 

t 

The capillary pumping feature of the heat pipe | 
makes it particularly attractive as a method for 

solving many problems in heat transfer, isothermal-
ization and temperature regulation. Other interest
ing heat pipe features include the self-contained 
nature of the device, its relative simplicity and its 
ability to transport large amounts of heat with very 
small temperature drops. Figure 1 shows a cutaway 
section of a typical heat pipe design where liquid 
pumping is done entirely by capillary forces. In 
the figure, heat is shown being introduced at the 
top of the unit, causing the working fluid to evapo
rate. The vapor flows to the heat removal region 
(shown at the bottom of the pipe) where it is con
densed, giving up its latent heat of evaporation m 
the process. The liquid condensate is then pumped 
back to the top of the unit by capillary forces in 
a high porosity wicking material that lines the inner 
wall of the device. 

The Problems of Methanation 

Virtually all processes for making synthetic 
natural gas from coal include a step for upgrading 
the raw product gas to a high Btu pipeline quality 
gas. This is done by using the so-called shift re
action to increase the molecular hydrogen-carbon 
monoxide ratio in the raw gas to a range of 3.0 to 
3.1, then passing this mixture through a catalyst 
bed where it reacts exothermally to give a nominal 
yield of CHi, + H2O. 

HEATING c o i l 

Work performed under the"auspices of the U.S. | 
Atomic Energy Commission and partly supported by 
grants from the National Science Foundation, Re-, 
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A major problem in the design of units to carry 
out this methanation reaction is the removal of 
heat from the catalyst bed. If the catalyst tem
perature is not held within relatively narrow 
limits, the poisoning rate tends to rise sharply 
and catalyst lifetime 3s markedly reduced. An even 
more serious consequence of inadequate heat removal 
is the formation of hot spots, which can propagate 
and rapidly destroy the effectiveness of the cata- ^ 
lyst bed. j 

Methods currently being developed for methanator 
catalyst cooling fall into two categories. In the 
first of these, the hot-gas recycle scheme, the 
heat capacity of the reacting mixture is used to 
remove the reaction heat.-'- This requires that 90% 
or more of the gas passing through the catalyst bed 
be diverted through a heat exchanger to reduce its 
temperature and then recirculated through the bed. 
Advances in catalyst bed design have reduced the 
pumping costs associated with-this recycle opera
tion to an acceptable level, but catalyst effective
ness, measured in terms of the volume of methane 
produced from a unit mass of catalyst before the 
latter needs to be replaced, has been low. This is 
probably a result of the ~ 100 K temperature rise 
that occurs between the entrance and exit of this 
type of methanator unit despite the recycle cooling 
procedure. This rise prevents operation of the 
catalyst bed at a uniform optimum reaction tempera
ture. 1 

The other general type of cooling scheme used 
for catalyst cooling is to bring the catalyst into 
contact with a metal wall that is cooled by boiling 
Dowtherm A heat transfer fluid. One method of 
achieving this is to use the reacting gas mixture 
to fluidize a bed of small catalyst particles in a 
tube whose walls are cooled with Dowtherm A. An
other is to place catalyst pellets in an array of 
tubes that pass through a vat of Dowtherm A. The 
reacting gas mixture flows through these tubes and 
convectively transfers the heat from the pellets to 
the tube walls. Adequate temperature control with 
this method requires small tube diameters and hence 
an exceptionally large number of tubes is needed 
for a methanator of this design. j 

I 

Tlie greatest success obtained to date, from a 
standpoint of catalyst effectiveness, has been with 
a scheme whereby the catalyst is flame-sprayed onto 
the outer wall of a reentrant tube assembly through 
•which Dowtherm A is passed. In this design, called 
the Tube Wall Reactor,^-4 the Dowtherm A flows 
down the inner of two concentric tubes under a 
gravity head. It then passes up through the annu-
lus between the two tubes and is vaporized by the 
reaction heat. The vapor from a large number of 
these tubes travels to a plenum and then to a heat 
exchanger unit, where it is condensed and led into 
the gravity-feed tank. The high degree of catalyst 
effectiveness obtained in tests of single reentrant 
tube assemblies is believed to be a result of the 
temperature uniformity obtained with this method of 
catalyst cooling. However, the need to replace 
catalyst every six months requires that each unit 
of the multi-tube array required for the methanator 
be removable. This means that the tubes must be 
mounted with large flanges capable of withstanding 
pressures of ~ 6.9 MPa (1000 psi) and temperatures 
of •~ 675 K (756°F). Lack of header space further 
complicates the design problem and the result has 
been the abandonment of this design in favor of a 
Lsimplerxonfiguration where the catalyst is applied 

to the inner wall of the tube in a design otherwise 
similar to the pellet design described above. This 
has made catalyst application a slow and difficult 
process and initial test results with inner-wall 
coated tubes have been disappointing. 

The Heat Pipe Methanator Concept 

Because of the difficulties associated with the 
above methanator designs, an attempt was made to 
apply the special capabilities of the heat pipe to 
the solution of the heat removal problem. This has 
led to a heat pipe methanator design^ that has the 
following features: (1) simple configuration com
bining catalyst bed, incoming gas preheat section, 
and thermal recovery, (2) easy replaceability of 
catalyst, (3) short doivntime for catalyst replace
ment, (4) lack of requirement for a multiplicity of 
large, leak-prone, high-pressure seals, (5) redun
dancy of operation, and (6) low inventory of heat 
transfer fluid. j 

A schematic representation of the Heat Pipe Meth
anator (HPM) is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of an 
array of gravity-return heat pipes enclosed in a 
manner that provides for methanation with (1) low 
temperature drop (AT) catalyst cooling, (2) pre
heating of the inlet gas stream, and (3) recovery of 
the reaction heat by a steam-generating heat ex
changer, all in a single unit. The heat pipes are 
supported by a grid plate at the right-hand side of 
the unit. At the other end of the methanator cham
ber, the heat pipes are slip-fit into a multithimble 
configuration, which provides the heat transfer sur
face for the thermal recovery heat exchanger. The 
latter is a separate chamber at the left-hand side 
of the unit. Flow baffles are placed in both cham
bers to establish either a uniform flow distribution 
or a multipass cross flow configuration. 

In the methanation side of the unit, incoming gas 
passes through the preheat section reaching a tem
perature of about 650 K (~ 700°F) at which the meth
anation reaction will take place at the desired rate. 
At this point it passes into the methanating section. 
The main difference between the two sections is that 
|in the preheat section the heat pipes are roughened 
!to facilitate heat transfer, and in the methanation 
section they are coated with a catalyst (probably, 
but not necessarily, by flame spraying). ! 

I 
In operation, heat is generated by the methana

tion reaction along the catalyst-coated section of 

Mstfi Pipe l^thonolor Reference Design 

ftg. 2. SchematUxi ikowtng methanatoK, pfieheateA, 
' and iteam geneAotoK tn one. u-nHt. The. heaX 
I exchangeA MouZd be tUIted i,e\)eAal de.QKeeJ> 
i above hoivizowtat to enhance, gfuivity KetuAn 
' oi the. hexct ptpe. won.kA.ng ilxUd. 
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khe heat pipes. This section represents approxi
mately two-thirds of the total heat pipe length 
because heat input is limited to about 13 kW/m^ by 
the reaction rate. The reaction heat vaporizes the 
|<orking fluid of the heat pipes and is transmitted 
by vapor flow toward the heat exchanger. Approxi
mately one-fourth of the total heat is deposited by 
(vapor condensation in the preheat section, bringing 
the incoming gas up to temperature, and the remam-
iler is delivered to the heat exchanger. In each 
heat pipe the condensed vapor is returned by gravity 
[flow in a baffled flow channel to the catalyst-coat-
fed section of the pipe. Heat transfer in the heat 
Exchanger occurs by conduction through the annular 
gas gaps between the heat pipes and the thimble 
jwalls. The sizing of this gap depends on the tem-
jperature desired in the heat exchanger, as well as 
the steady-state composition of the gas mixture in 
the gap and the length of the heat exchanger thim-
ples. It will probably be in the 0.1- to 0.2-mm 
bange so that replacement of the heat pipes should 
not be difficult. j 

TTie dimensions of the methanator unit will de
pend on system cost-effectiveness considerations 
put the following estimates represent a reasonable 
point of departure. An individual methanator unit 
litight consist of a pressure vessel about 1.2 m in 
fliameter and just over 11 m in length, containing 
500 heat pipes 51 mm in diameter in a hexagonal 
array having a 60-mm pitch. The heat pipe length 

illl be approximately 11 m, 8 m of which are cata-yst coated. Such a unit would have a total cata-
yst surface area of about 650 m2. Current values 
or the 3 H2 -I- CO reaction rate are 3.6 x 10-3 

in3/s/m2 of catalyst surface area at a pressure of 
S.89 MPa (1000 psi) and a reaction temperature of 
S70 K. Thus, this size methanator would produce 
l.Z m^/s of methane or 7.1 x 10^ ft^/day. Therefore, 
I 250 x 10^ ft^/day methanation plant would require 
55 methanator units. i 

The use of gravity to assist liquid return neces
sitates modifications of the simple wick design 
shown in Fig. 1. Chief among these is the incorpo
ration of low flow-resistance channels for liquid 
return. The liquid in these channels must be pro
tected from interaction with rapidly moving vapor 
Flowing in the opposite direction because this in-
'teraction can markedly reduce heat pipe performance. 
-tow this protection is accomplished in the reference 
'iesign for the heat pipe methanator is shown in Fig. 
5. In the condenser section (Fig. 3a), vapor con-

Screen baffle 

-fa) Condenser Section 

Multilayer 
screen dspenser-

<fa) Evoporolor Section 

Liquid Return Flow Channel Design 

Return 
Ii9iid 

'.ig. 3. OcoM-iexitlonat vlewi, o^ the n.eien.enct de.-
•4-tgrt meMianaton. heat ptpe. 

densing on the tube wall flows to the bottom of the 
tube and proceeds along the bottom by what is termed 
"puddle flow" to a transition region where it is di
verted into the pedestal artery configuration shown 
in Fig. 3b. A screen baffle is placed at the bottom 
of the tube in the condenser section to reduce the 
vapor-liquid counterflow interaction and yet not in
terfere with the circumferential flow of condensed 
liquid to the bottom of the tube. The puddle flow 
at the bottom of the tube somewhat reduces the effec
tive heat transfer area, but this is offset by the 
simplicity of the configuration. I 

i 
The artery in the evaporator section of the heat 

pipe is a solid wall tube with a slot in the bottom 
where several layers of fine mesh screen are crimped. 
The tube wall shields the liquid returning from the 
condenser from direct interaction with the oppositely 
moving vapor stream. The screen serves to dispense 
the returning liquid to the evaporator tube wall 
capillary structure and also helps to minimize heat 
flow from the tube wall to the artery. Some degree 
of thermal isolation of the liquid in the artery is 
required to restrict the formation of vapor in the 
artery and prevent appreciable vapor flow up the 
artery with its consequent restrictive effect on the 
return liquid flow. , I 

Capillary flow is used to distribute the working 
fluid to the entire inner surface of the evaporator. 
This is accomplished either by machining fine cir
cumferential grooves into the interior wall of the 
heat pipe or by lining this wall with one or two 
layers of screen. 
! ! 

Heat pipes can be constructed to operate over the 
wide temperature range from a few degrees K to 2500 K. 
However, fo-<~ temperatures in the vicinity of 675 K 
required for the methanator application, selecting a 
suitable working fluid is difficult. Mercury, sul
fur, high temperature organic fluids such as Dowtherm 
A and even cesium and potassium are potential candi
dates. The final selection will depend on considera
tion of cost, toxicity, heat transfer capability, 
thermal stability and chemical compatibility with 
-Wick and wall materials. 

Temperature control of the heat pipe is achieved 
by adding inert gas and by providing a region at the 
condenser end where the heat deposition rate in
creases rapidly with axial distance. In operation, 
the working fluid vapor pumps the inert gas to the 
condenser end of the heat pipe where a vapor-inert 
gas interface is established. The volume occupied 
by the inert gas decreases or increases as the input 
heat increases or decreases, respectively (with more 
or less heat transfer area being required to dump 
the heat transmitted to the heat exchanger). Volume 
changes result in inverse changes of pressure, es
tablishing the vapor pressure of the working fluid 
and therefore its operating temperature. Because 
the vapor pressure of the fluid generally increases 
rapidly with temperature, relatively large pressure 
variations can occur without causing undue changes 
in operating temperature. The temperature can be 
varied by changing the quantity of inert gas added 
to the heat pipe. The desired heat removal profile 
for establishing temperature control can be obtained 
by varying the heat pipe to thimble wall gap thick
ness. I 

I I 
Hydrogen diffusion into the heat pipe is the 

major problem to be overcome in the development of 
!an_economical heat jiipe methanatqr^_The effect_of _ 
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this diffusion is to increase the gas pressure in
side the heat pipe and hence increase the operating 
temperature of the device. Potential methods of 
controlling hydrogen influx include the introduc
tion of a low permeability barrier layer, such as 
aluminum, into the wall of the device and the use 
of hydrogen-getter materials, such as zirconium. 
Should such control measures result in excessive 
cost of the heat pipes, a third option, that of 
continuous venting, is available as a backup mea
sure . , 

The manner in which continuous venting can be 
achieved is shown in Fig. 4. Small diameter tubes 
are welded into each pipe, extending from the right-
hand end of the heat pipes to the inert gas region 
at the other end. Excess gas accumulating in the 
inert gas section of each heat pipe is bled off 
through the vent tubes to a common pressure regu
lating system. Because the gas overpressure deter
mines the heat pipe operating temperature, a system 
of this type enables the latter to be continuously 
monitored and changed, if desired. Barring inter
connection of the heat vent tubes inside the high 
pressure vessel, the continuous venting design re
quires a separate high pressure fitting for each 
heat pipe. However, in contrast with the initial 
version of the tube wall reactor, these fittings 
can be very small so that leakage is less likely to 
occur and space is not a problem. These considera
tions, coupled with the ease of access for detect
ing and repairing any leaks which might occur, make 
continuous venting a viable option, though not the 
first choice, for the heat pipe methanator design. 

t 
•GoM region Migb-pre«wrc fitting-

H 
•Vapor regkm 

: = vtnt tube 

Cc(<lnuou« Anting Heat Pipe Design 

Etg. 4. Meat ptpe deitgn optton Ion. contlnuotu 
venting opeAotuon. 

High Temperature Materials Applied to Excavation 

Historical Background 

Some components of the LASL Rover nuclear rocket 
engine operated at temperatures up to ~ 2800 K. 
While working with these high temperature materials, 
LASL scientists realized that they were working 
above the melting points of most rocks and small 
scale laboratory tests soon demonstrated that small 
electrically heated "rock drills" were feasible. 
The idea lay relatively dormant until 1971 when a 
LASL study of many applications for rock melting 
devices was published,^ including concepts for 
large nuclear powered tunneling machines, and the 
name "Subterrene" was applied to the broad family 
of possible rock melting excavation devices. Since 
then, research funding has been available from both 
the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Sci
ence Foundation, reference 7 being the most recent 
program status report. 

Subterrene Concept Description 

The Subterrene is a system for making vertical 
or horizontal holes in rocks and soils by progres
sive local melting. Most rocks, including many 

JtBxy Jiard rocks which are particularly difficult to 

penetrate mechanically, melt at temperatures far be
low the melting points of refractory metals such as 
molybdenum and tungsten. The rock melt produced can 
be chilled to a glass and formed into a dense strong 
firmly attached hole lining that is clearly discern-
able in the sample shown in Fig. 5. Thus, by the 
use of a melting penetrator, permanently self-sup
porting holes can be made even in unconsolidated 
sediments. The energy utilized to form a hole of a 
particular size and line it with rock glass is es
timated to be greater for a Subterrene than for a 
Iconventional rotary drill, but this should be more 
than balanced by savings in material, labor, and 
operating costs. 

*<' 

1^^ 

u 
l''2ll"''̂ 5 i "*~̂  

ftg. 5. Cn.oA&~Aectton o^ hole melted tn tu£{i by a 
cxsmoltdatlng type SubtenAene penetAoton.. 

I 
I The penetrator, which plays the role of the drill 
bit, is nonrotating and made of a refractory metal 
and heated electrically by means of a pyrographite 
resistance-heating element. Thermal energy is traxK-
ferred from the heater to a graphite thermal receptor 
by radiation and is then distributed throughout the 
penetrator by conduction. The heated portion of the 
idevice is thermally insulated from the stem advancing 
^section by a layer of a special pyrolytic graphite. 
For very large devices the use of a nuclear energy 
source can be considered. I 

In operation the hot penetrator is forced into 
the ground by exerting a downward thrust on the stem. 
jThe surrounding rock is melted and the thrusted pene-
jtrator forces the liquid rock-melt outward around 
the penetrator and stem where it is cooled. The 
melt then freezes to form a hard, obsidian-like 
glass lining on the wall of the hole, sealing and 
supporting it. The operation just described is that 
of the "melting-consolidating" type of Subterrene 
penetrator designed especially for making holes in 
porous rock or soft ground. Because the glass-lining 
formed when the rock-melt solidifies is more dense, 
and hence occupies a smaller volume than did the 
original porous rock, the molten debris from the hole 
can be entirely consolidated in the dense glass 
lining thus completely eliminating the debris re
moval operation necessary in conventional drilling 
techniques. I 

Holes in dense rock are produced with an extrud
ing Subterrene which can also be used in porous 
rocks to make holes with a thinner glass lining. 
jThe essential structural difference from the melting-
iconsolidating design is that the heated penetrator 
lis not a solid conical body but has the form of a 
ring or torus with a small hole in the center as 
shown in Fig. 6. Part of the rock-melt is forced 
upward and upon cooling forms the hard glass-like 
lining of the holê ^ Most^ofjthe melt, however, is_^ 

4 
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Stem Coolant -1 r Oetjris Removal Zona (Stage 3) 

Thrust Load 

Debris 

Pyrolytic 
Grophite 
Insulator 

Extrusion 
Zone (Stoge 2) 

Dense Rock Melting Zone (Stoge I) 

-tg. 6, Schematic o^ extfuidlng SixbtenKene pene-
tAoton. concept. I 

Forced up through the central hole in the penetrator 
into what is called the "extrusion zone". In the 
jpper part of this zone the melt is cooled and so
lidified; the extruded solid debris, shown in Fig. 7, 
Is then carried to the surface by the cooling gas 
flow. I 

With the Subterrene concept the three major fac
ts of excavation, namely, rock fracturing, debris 
removal, and wall stabilization, are achieved in a 
single integrated operation. In loose or porous 
formations the debris removal operation is elimi
nated by density consolidation. Another unique ad-
Jantage of the Subterrene system concept is that the 
oles are automatically lined with a hard glass-like 
aterial. It may thus be possible to eliminate the 
;ostly and time-consuming procedure of inserting and 
ementing metal casings typically associated with 
ells drilled with rotary bits. In tunnels, the 
•ock-glass liner provides continuous wall stabiliza-
ion during the excavation operation as well as con-
ributing to the permanent structural support. 

Applications of the Subterrene Concept ' 

Improved techniques for making vertical or hori-
. ontal holes in the earth can have profound effects 
ipn our quality of life and directly or indirectly 
affect terrestrial energy systems. First, let us 
look at the magnitude of the overall excavation re-
3[uirements in the United States. The urgent needs 

r 
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F.cg. 7. VebnJj, in.om boiolt hole made by extAudtng 
SubtenAene penetAoton. Ahou)4Jig n.ock wool 
and gla&i pellet comttMenU. 

for new and innovative improvements in underground 
excavation were described in 1968 in a National Acad
emy of Science report^ which showed that environ
mental, monetary and other benefits could be signi
ficant. More recent estimates^ are similarly im
pressive. These data show a $240 billion requirement 
for all excavation m the U.S. during the next ten 
years. Included in this figure was $14 billion for 
transportation tunnels to 1980 and a similar amount 
for water and sewer tunnels to 1980. Excavations 
having direct impacts on our national energy posture 
include mining for coal, uranium, or oil shale; 
drilling for oil or gas; drilling for geothermal en
ergy in conventional water reservoirs, magma cham
bers, very deep hot rock, or in geopressurized re
servoirs. Also, the use of superconducting electric 
power transmission lines, which will be discussed 
later, would require many kilometers of horizontal 
underground emplacements. I 

I Studies made at Los Alamos, combined with a sur
vey of potential users in industry, have revealed a 
large number of potential applications of Subterrene. 
The inherent ability to make holes of precise dia
meter and gage could be utilized in producing holes 
for anchoring structures such as bridges, TV towers, 
and transmission line towers. Emplacement holes for 
anchoring pipeline supports could be readily melted 
in difficult materials such as Alaskan permafrost. 
The latter capability was demonstrated in simulated 
permafrost containing ~ 18% by weight of water. 
Many new small tunnels, especially in urban areas, 
are needed for utility lines. | 

I 
LASL has recently studied the problems and needs 

in the geothermal energy industry.^'' Conventional 
geothermal reservoirs are typically 2 or 3 km deep 
with downhole steam or water temperatures of 470 to 
660 K. Current rotary drills are capable of drill
ing into these reservoirs except that the combina
tions of difficult strata, high temperatures, rotary 
shocks and torques, and corrosion result in high 
average well costs. The Subterrene rock melting de
vices are uniquely suited to operation in hot rocks. 
Indeed, a recent LASL laboratory test showed enhanced 
performance while penetrating a block of basalt at a 
625 K rock temperature. Subterrenes may be especial
ly useful in the completion zone of a hot well. An
other well application would be to use the rock 
glass liner capability to facilitate drilling local
ly through troublesome fractured and lost circula
tion zones. I 

LASL is now ê  perimenting with the concept of 
drilling into deep hot granite zones, fracturing the 
rock to greatly enhance heat transfer surface area 
end then pumping water through these fractured rocks 
jto absorb the geothermal energy. Such a technique, 
if successful, would open up a vast new source of 
energy to the nation. Obviously, the rock melting 
(Subterrene has the potential for producing the deep 
hot boreholes necessary to maximize the exploitation 
of the above type of geothermal energy system. 

Studies have been made of large tunnels, i.e., 4 
to 12 m diam, such as might be used for water or 
Itransportation purposes. Reference 11 surveys the 
Icurrent status of the tunneling industry. Reference 
|l2 presents design concepts and an economic analysis 
of nuclear powered Subterrene tunneling machines. 
'The conclusion was reached that the Subterrene con
cept may be especially useful in very difficult 
ground conditions such as loose caving ground or in 
jvery hard rocks. J 
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Application Demonstrations Already Accomplished 

Laboratory tests have been made in many typos of 
rocks and at penetrator diameters up to 114 mm. The 
first practical application occurred m early 1973 
when eight drainage holes were made for the National 
Park Service in Bandelier National Monument. Sub
terrene devices (50 mm diam) were operated on a 
small portable rig in ver\' fragile kiva areas of 
ancient Indian ruins where the vibrations of rotary 
drills could not be tolerated. In order to demon
strate the beneficial effects of the glass lining on 
tunnel walls, a i m wide, 2 m high, and 2 m long 
tunnel was made. A vertical borehole demonstration 
ts shown underway in Fig. 8 using a recently acti-
|irated field rig to make a 30 m deep hole in solid 
basalt. I 

ftg, S. SubtenAene iteld Atg being Med to make a 
30 m deep borehole, B4-mm~dtam, tn holtd 
boAolt. 

Nuclear Propulsion Fuel Technology Applied to High 
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors i 

Potential for Achieving High Temperatures 

I 

High temperature graphite reactor fuel element 
echnology based on the LASL nuclear rocket propul-

feion program is being applied in LASL studies to the 
fcigh temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR). In
crease in outlet gas temperature into the range of 
]1200 to 1600''K are possible by incorporating coated 
Ifuel particles into extruded fuel elements - a tech
nique developed for propulsion reactors. Potential 
Japplications are hydrogen production from coal, 
hydrogen production in thermochemical cycles, and 
jelectric power generation using the direct gas cycle. 
(Current studies include (a) identification of pro-
jcesses for which nuclear heat is needed; (b) systems 
ianalysis including engineering, economics, utiliza-
ition of natural resources, practicality of imple
mentation including the evolutionary and long-term 
stages, and public and commercial acceptability in
cluding environmental concerns; (c) IITGR design and 
fiuclear fuel cycles; and (d) development of experi-
jnental processes and materials engineering data for 
processes using nuclear heat. To the aerospace in
dustry, the development of more economic production 
costs for hydrogen is of special interest because 
such a development could lead to a switch from fos
sil fuels to hydrogen fuels m large aircraft. 

The first generation of high temperature gas 
cooled reactors were designed to produce thermal en-
SXSy^o power a^ steam Rankine cycle. _ Optimization j 

of the design for this application led to large dif
ferences between the maximum fuel temperature and the 
exit gas temperature. This is chiefly because the 
fuel is capable of very high temperature (1700°K) 
and the exit gas temperature required is very modest 
(840°K). Therefore large temperature differences 
which led to design simplifications and economic ad
vantages could be tolerated. By making design modi
fications to reduce these temperature differences, 
large increases in exit gas temperature could be 
attained without increasing fuel temperature. , 

1 

The nuclear rocket propulsion reactors, developed 
in the Rover program, were designed and operated to 
heat hydrogen to temperatures up to 2600°K for peri
ods up to 10 hours. Another LASL ultrahigh tempera
ture experimental reactor called UHTREX that had 
been worked on at the same time as Rover, and that 
was originally conceived as a process-heat source. 
Was designed to heat helium to ]590°K and operated 
at fuel temperatures in excess of 1920°K for 30 days. 
iBoth reactors used the same fuel technology (pyro-
carbon-coated UC2 beads) as the HTGR, but the core 
Igeometries were more finely divided than in the HTGR, 
providing for smaller temperature differences be
tween the fuel and the coolant.' The reactor opera
ting temperature can be increased in a number of 
iways classified according to two types: (1) decrease 
in the temperature difference between the maximum 
coated particle fuel temperature and the mean exit 
^as temperature, and (2) increased maximum coated 
particle temperature. Gains in the latter category 
lare limited by fission product diffusion into the 
Igas stream and increases greater than 100°K are not 
foreseen. Increases in the former category, however, 
are readily made and a variety of modifications are 
proposed as follows: incorporation of coated parti
cles in the fuel niatri},.; use of a more fincly-dividod 
|fuel coolant hole geometry to increase heat transfer 
Icoefficients and reduce conduction temperature dif
ferences; large increases in the fuel matrix graphite 
ithermal conductivity (to about 50 W/m°K) to reduce 
conduction temperature differences; and modifica
tions to the core distribution, both radially and 
axially. | 

Problem areas which must be solved or eliminated 
in order to increase the gas exit temperature in the 
HTGR can be identified as those which: (a) are asso
ciated with the transfer of energy from the fuel 
particle to the coolant stream, (b) limit the life
time of the coated particle, and (c) are safety re
lated. Item (a) includes the thermal resistance of 
the fuel stick, the gap between the stick and the 
moderator, the moderator itself and the gas film in 
the coolant channel. Item (b) includes lifetime 
limits imposed on the particle due to core migration 
(amoeba effect), maximum temperatures that the par
ticle coatings will stand, and the nature of the 
core and coating materials. Part (c) has to do with 
the fission product release characteristics of the 
particle and the mechanical integrity of the coated 
particles. Since the various factors listed are not 
mutually independent, it may not be possible to con
sider them separately from one another. 1 

In spite of the formidable technical problems 
touched upon in the above paragraphs, there is little 
doubt that with further fuel-technology development 
and with a different reactor core design, an HTGR-
itype reactor could be developed to heat helium to 
temperatures up to 1367°K. Possibly, helium tem
peratures as high as 1590°K could be attained.1^ 1 
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Use of Higher Temperature Nuclear Energy j 

Two obvious applications for higher temperature 
nuclear energy come immediately to mind: (1) the 
feneration of electricity at high thermal efficien-
pies with direct closed-cycle gas-turbine systems 
j(Brayton cycle), and (2) the production of hydrogen 
at high efficiencies in a cyclic thermochemical pro
cess (e.g., see Ref. 14). 

The principal advantages of high thermal effi
ciency are: (1) less primary fuel consumption, and 
(2) less waste-heat rejection. Other advantages of 
the Brayton cycle are reduced corrosion problems 
(with helium as the working fluid) and the possi-
sility of waste-heat rejection by air-cooling with
out major reduction in thermal efficiency. In steam 
power plants, maximum temperatures are restricted to 
~ 840 K (1050°F) by corrosion problems, and current 
jenvironmental concerns force the use of cooling 
towers for heat rejection, which significantly re-
iJuces thermal efficiencies, particularly for light 
Mater reactor (LWR) plants. In fact, for most en
ergy use projections, forecasters are assuming lower 
jsfficiencies for future electric power generation 
because of these constraints. Why then has electric 
power generation by high-temperature nuclear-power-
^riven gas turbines not been given serious considera
tion? Very simply, in the past reactor designers 
have maintained that the turbine technology does not 
exist and turbine designers have maintained that the 
reactor technology does not exist. We have already 

fiscussed the possibilities for reactor development; et us now discuss the possibilities for turbine de-
irelopment. i 

Although large high-temperature helium turbines 
have not been developed, turbine designers have 
laaintained for years that, in general, the develop-
nent problems are less severe than those for the 
oxidizing atmosphere in aircraft jet engines. And, 
recently, jet engines for the supersonic transport 
lave been designed to operate up to 1367 K (2000°F) 
for cruising and up to 1590 K (2400°F) for takeoff. 
In Europe, reference designs for 300-MWg closed-
•cycle turbine-alternator systems with the turbine 
Lnlet at 1273 (1830°F) have existed since 1966,15 
Jut, in the U.S., a serious proposal for an HTGR-gas 
turbine power plant^^ has been made only recently. 

Several disadvantages of nuclear heat make the 
iJirect application to high-temperature processes 
-sconomically uncertain: | 

I 

• The environment in most process equipment is 
corrosive and must be separated from the re
actor core by a physical barrier, i.e., a 
heat exchanger. This implies design con
straints on the process equipment and re-
f|uires that fuel temperatures in the nuclear 
core be significantly higher than those of 
the process. Actually, the direct circula
tion of the reactor coolant through process-
beat exchangers may be unacceptable because 
-of safety considerations. If, therefore, an 
intermediate heat-exchange loop would be re
quired, the nuclear fuel temperatures would 
be even higher. 

• The thermal power requirement of most pro
cesses, for economic nuclear reactor sizes, 
is relatively low, possibly with the excep
tion of large steel-plant complexes. Another 
exception may be the -Gulf -General Atomic/ 

ee l T h i s shco t to be reduced to 
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Stone and Webster Engineering Corp. coal gas
ification process.17 Current "standard" coal-
gasification plants, based on a synthetic gas 
production rate of 250 million standard cubic 
feet per day, reqtiire a thermal load of only 
*-400 MW for the water-gas reaction. i 

I I 

• Most high-temperature process industries in
clude multiple, parallel, process streams (usu
ally three or four). This implies that (very 
high temperature) multiple coolant loops from 
the nuclear reactor to process vessels are 
needed, which is another expensive requirement; 
and a nuclear reactor shutdown would force the 
shutdown of an entire plant - an operational 
constraint that may be unacceptable, certainly 
undesirable. | 

However, the production of hydrogen may demand 
both high temperatures plus very large thermal power 
capabilities. Although a viable process for pro
ducing "thermochemical hydrogen" does not exist, the 
maximum temperature will be as high as practicable 
to maximize the efficiency (for the same reason as 
for electric power generation). Therefore the ultra^ 
high temperature reactor can produce hot helium for 
either electric power or hydrogen production. For 
hydrogen production, the plant will be necessarily 
large,14 eliminating the size-factor disadvantage 
for most other process-heat applications. The other 
disadvantages, related to high-temperature process-
heat exchangers, are not mitigated, but at least one 
will be concerned with only one process, that of the 
yet-to-be-discovered hydrogen-production process, 
rather than with the multiplicity of process-heat , 
applications. | 

Cryogenic Technology Applied to Energy Transmission 
and Storage Systems 

Historical Background 

During the 1960's the LASL Low Temperature Physics 
and Cryoengineering Group, especially the Cryoengi-
neering Section, played a major role in the design, 
construction and operation of several liquid hydro
gen test facilities for the Rover Nuclear Propulsion 
Program at the USAEC's Nevada Nuclear Reactor Devel
opment Station. ITie largest of these facilities in
cluded two dewars, which together had storage capa
bility for ~ 3.8 X 10^ m^ (lO^ gal) of liquid hydro
gen, and fluid flow apparatus capable of transferr-
jing liquid hydrogen at rates as high as 3.8 m-̂ /s 
1(6 X 10'' gal/min). Meanwhile, another section of 
the Group had acquired international recognition for 
its investigations of the fundamental properties of 
superconducting metals as well as of the analogous 
phenomenon of superfluidity in liquid helium. The 
Group has focused its attention on areas of the en
ergy problem to which it could apply its expertise 
gained from participation in these earlier programs. 
Currently, three major efforts are underway in large-
scale applications of superconductivity and these 
will be briefly discussed in the following sections. 

Superconducting Power Transmission 

j the commercial availability of high current den
sity (> 10^ A/cm^) superconducting materials com
bined with the present advanced state of cryogenic 
technology (largely as a result of space program de-* 
velopments) make superconducting power transmission 
an attractive alternative solution to the impending 
transmission crisis facing the electric power J.n-̂ î 
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bustry. This crisis will result from: (1) increas-' 
^ng cost and decreasing availability of rights-of-
wasy; (2) centralization of large (10 to 40 GW) gen
eration complexes far from load centers; (3) system 
instability; (4) environmental contraints of various 
kinds; (5) increased cost and scarcity of primary 
jfuels; and (5) increased requirements for capital. 

As a practical and economic means of minimizing 
the adverse effects of these situations, especially 
those requiring the transport of large loads (up to 
ao GW) over long distances (> 200 km), the LASL pro
poses a dc superconducting power transmission line 
i{dc SPTL).1S'1^ Such a system would be underground, 
Requiring minimal right-of-way (approximately 10 m 
Wide) and offering minimal visual pollution. Re
frigeration stations will be spaced every 15 to 20 
km and will require less than 0.2°i, of the line load 
ifor operation. Thus, the dc SPTL would be nearly 
|10D% efficient, suffering no resistive, dielectric, 
sr reactive charging losses. I 

I 

The largest contributions to capital costs of the 
ic SPTL are the ac-dc and dc-ac converters, the 
trenching operations, and the cryogenic envelope. 
The latter two can be significantly pared by de
creasing the total line diameter. Hence the LASL 
designs for the dc SPTL stress simplicity and small-
ness of diameter, as illustrated by the cross-sec-
fcions shown in Fig. 9 for two model lines now under 
fetudy. Each of these would serve as one of two 
^onopoles carrying +. 100 kV at SO kA to give 10 GVA. 

'^Ig. 9. Schematic cA06i-6ecttoni, ion. two poi>ilble 
&maXJi-dtjmeteA dc SVTL monopolei, each 
CMAiflng 50 kA at 100 kV. Mote tliat In 
sack coit all metal. poAti, one at the iayne 
potential and that the eZecJAtcal tmuLa-
tlon Aj, at ambient tempenatuAe. Total heat 
Unput ti calculated to be 40 isl/km. | 

I 
As LASL's program objective is to optimize the dc 

5PTL, investigations on different superconducting 
:naterials and cable geometries are of paramount im
portance. These are carried out first in short 
f^ 20 cm) samples and then on specimens up to 20 m 
long in a test bed. Figure 10 shows two 12 kA leads 
to this test bed, in which a NbTi conductor (1100 
feilaments in a copper matrix of 0.2S x 0.50 cm cross-
section) has been tested up to 10 kA and at tempera
tures between 4 and 9 K. j 

Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage in the 
Electric Utility Industry I 

One of the serious problems faced by the electric 
utilities results from the daily, weekly, and season
al fluctuations in demand for power by the consumer. 
or example, during a given day the peak load may 
ften be more than twice the minimum load, requiring 

the_ntility company to use inefficient and costly 

This s h e " ! t o bf* r e d u r e d to 
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Ftg. 10. View oi end-dAum oi 20-m teit bed ion. 
itudylng dc iupeAcoiidactlng cables. Shown 
one two IZ-kA helium vapon.-cooled etectnu.-
cal leJadi paiilng inom ambient tejiipeAatuAe 
to about 4 K. The cable CAyogenlc enve
lope extendi to the leit, with the con-
ducton making a U-bend In a itmlloA end-
dnum. 

means to provide the difference. However, by running 
the generators at some average of the load with the 
added capability of storing energy during periods of 
less than average demand to be delivered during peri
ods of more than average demand, up to 35 to 45% less 
generating capacity would be required for the same 
total load. This sort of load leveling could result 
in considerable savings in capital and operating 
icosts as well as conserving fuel. I 

' Of the number of energy storage schemes consider-
|ed for helping to solve this problem (e.g., pumped 
hydrostorage, fly wheels, batteries, compressed gas, 
liquid hydrogen) superconducting magnetic energy 
storage (SMES) is one of the most promising.20--^^ 

A SMES system consists of one or more large mag
nets - probably of toroidal or solenoidal geometry -
which can be charged from and discharged into a 
jtransmission lin°. During the storage phase after 
(charging, a steady dc current circulates through the 
coil windings; and as these are superconductors, no 
resistive losses occur. The stored energy density 
in a magnetic field increases as the square of the 
current or alternatively as the square of the mag
netic field; hence making a storage magnet from 
superconducting materials capable of supporting very 
large currents and very high fields allows a SMES-
type system to achieve relatively large energy den
sities, e.g., for a field of 10 T, which can be 
[generated by commercially available superconductors, 
Ithe energy density is 4 x 10^ J/m^, some 80 times 
larger than that of a hydrostorage system pumped to 
la height of 50 m. j 

When it comes to efficiency in transferring en
ergy into and out from the power network, a SMES 
system has considerable advantage over others. Dur
ing charge, storage, and discharge, a superconducting 
magnet should suffer no losses. To effect the en
ergy transfer, a series of.^electrical "valves" are^-

r o' t x.U î  f *i 
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required which might be in this case, converters and 
rectifiers (see Fig. 11). Some small losses will be 
encountered in the valvmg, but the overall effi
ciency of the storage and delivery cycle should be 
f)5% or greater. For comparison, pumped hydrostorage 
units operate with a maximum efficiency of about 1Q%. 

I 
' Dewor 

AC 
Power -

Netmrork 

AC-DC 
Converter 

DC-AC 
Converter 

7°; 

-Ig. 11. Schematic oi a SUES device livteAiaced wltli 
an ac powen netiwnk VAM. conveJuteAi. When 
iwltch S li clo&ed, dAAect cimAent I ilowi, 
In the Inducton cJAcult witliout loi6ei 
{itonage mode]; S li open dunlng change on 
dtichange. 

Because of the high energy density attainable in 
5MES systems, energy storage units will be compact 
md amenable to placement underground or even, in 
the case of smaller units (of the order 3 x 10"* MJ 
papacity), in the basements of buildings (Fig. 12). 
One particularly attractive model for an electrical 
network includes SMES units associated with a 5000 
MW, 1000 km dc SPTL. To supply such a line with 
Jsower for 8 hours requires a storage capacity of 
ppproximately 10^ MJ. Rather than incorporating 
this amount of storage in one unit, which is not 
practical, we may distribute the storage along the 
line in 100 10 MJ units, with two such units placed 
every 20 km. This spacing, chosen to coincide with 
f;hat of the refrigeration units necessary for the 
jtransmission line, would be particularly convenient 
as the refrigeration capacity for initial cooldown 
bf the line is much greater than that needed for 
steady operation. This excess capacity would then 
be available for refrigerating the storage units. 

The LASL program to develop SMES units is in an 
early stage. A 1 MJ unit for initial studies is 
nearly complete and a 100 MJ device is in the plan-
iiing stage. One of the more difficult problems to 
be attacked is that of containing the forces gener-
ited by the high magnetic fields - an energy density 

-POWER DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

AC-DC DC-AC 
CONVERTER SYSTEM 

MAGNETIC STORAGE 
REFRIGERATION UNIT 

'Ig. 12. AAtlit'i conceptixin oi a SUES device In 
the baiement oi a lan.qe building. Stonage 
oi S X lO'^ UJ would adequateJUj ieAve the 
EmpJAe State Building. .____ .J 

of 1 MJ/m-̂  exerts an equivalent pressure of 10^ 
kg/m^ (10 atm). L'̂ SL studies indicate that the most 
economical way of supporting these forces is to 
transfer them to warm support structures - which may 
be the surrounding rock - outside the magnet dewar. 

I Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage for 
I Thermonuclear Fusion Power i 

' — I 
The LASL concept (fi-pinch) for a magnetically 

confined thermonuclear fusion reactor requires con
tinuously-pulsed, high magnetic field coils to com-
ipress the plasma. The demands of various system 
parameters indicate that magnetic energy transfer 
and storage (METS) by superconducting inductors is 
superior to other means - e.g., capacitors -.for 
energizing the plasma compression coils.^^' METS, 
as opposed to SMES, involves a magnet discharge time 
of the order of 1 to 5 ms, instead of 6 to 8 h; but 
total storage required will be only about 10-5 to 10'̂  
MJ. A schematic diagram of a test reactor using 
METS is given in Fig. 13, where the plasma tube is 
about 180 m in circumference and the METS system 
will be required to store about 6 MJ/m. 

-COMPRESSION coil 
SHOCK HEATINS BANK 

FAS. J3' ScPiematic oi METS J>yitem ion enenglzlng 
the plaima cDmpnei.iA.on coAJLi In an expenl-
ment to pnove icienttiAji ieoiAJ^AMty oi 
the LASL 6-plnch iuilon Keacton, concept. 

Current LASL work is concerned with testing a 
350 kJ coil discharged into an inductive load via a 
normal-going superconducting switch (maximum effi
ciency of 25%). Plans are also being devised for 
0.6 to 1.2 MJ modules to be used in a reactor ex
periment and for ambient temperature switching. A 
jproblem of considerable concern for a working re-
lactor will be the development of switching methods 
(with an efficiency of 90% or more. 

I Conclusions 

I An overview of how one technical organization, 
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, has applied 
ivarious facets of space propulsion technology to the 
.problems of national energy needs, has been present-
'ed. Energy-related problems being addressed include 
methanation of synthetic gas derived from coal, 
earth excavation, nuclear process-heat, and electri
cal energy transmission, storage, and use in thermo
nuclear power plants. Technology transfer from 
ispace propulsion and space power supply system pro-
'jects has been demonstrated to be useful in facili
tating the initiation of new energy projects. The 
latter are now rapidly expanding under their own 
momentum. 
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